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Each Fibonacci Stone tile is 
individually made to size to achieve 
a thinner, versatile, flexible tile with 
advanced strength and durability. 

Fibonacci Stone provides versatile, long-
lasting solutions for interior application, 
with a specific focus on quality in both 
finish and function. Fibonacci Stone’s 
custom-made terrazzo tiles have 
diverse application potential, are low in 
maintenance and last for a minimum of  
30 years.

Designed to integrate into any interior 
environment our terrazzo tiles are 
custom-blended to provide a perfectly 
homogenous aesthetic and depth of 
colour which will evolve alongside your 
interiors, while maintaining their original 
quality and strength. 

Fibonacci Stone terrazzo products are 
comprised of a varied combination of 
aggregates, tones and colours that have 
been carefully designed to ensure every 
product will blend seamlessly with a 
wide range of interior colour schemes. 
Importantly this means interior schemes 
can be refreshed over many years without 
the need to change the Fibonacci Stone 
floor.

Fibonacci Stone terrazzo tiles are 
produced in state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facilities. This ensures the products 
extreme durability, environmental 
sustainability, ease of maintenance, high 
level of stock on hand coupled with the 
ability to offer custom colours and tile 
sizes for specialist projects.

As the only terrazzo tile supplier to 
achieve a 100 percent Green Star rating. 
Fibonacci Stone provides customers with 
terrazzo tiles that represent an ethical 
and environmental flooring solution for all 
interior situations.

Terrazzo stone tiles are manufactured 
from a unique blend of natural materials 
including mineral aggregates and 
pigments. Tonal variation will appear 
due to the natural materials used and 
is considered an inherent characteristic 
of its unique aesthetic. Completely 
homogeneous, Terrazzo tiles can be re-
polished in-situ years following installation 
bringing the surface back to near new 
finish.
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DOVE GREY

PLATINUMCLASSIC WHITE

ARTIC ICE’S spectrum of pale greys and cool blue accents provides a subtle and versatile finish. 

ASPEN feature’s a fine grain, sheen and crystal highlights accentuated by a smooth finish.         

DOVE GREY, charaterised by its tonal composition featuring an array of neutral shades.            

CLASSIC WHITE offers a smooth, faultless flooring finish with hints of tonal complexity which 
provides a pared back flooring solution for contemporary interiors.      

IPANEMA WHITE merges pale marble aggregates of white, bone, and grey with a subtle beige 
cement to create a subtle and elegant finish.       

PLATINUM’S fine grain and neutral palette of warm greys, beige is highlighted with bold 
accents to produce a versatile and flexible finish well suited to contemporary or traditional 
interior schemes.

NOUGAT combines subtle tones of white, beige, grey and dusty pink to create an exclusive 
flooring solution with the versatility to compliment bold or neutral interior scheme.

STORM’S contrast pale aggregates of white, bone, and pearl grey marble with a stormy grey 
cement for a bold and graphic look.

CARBON’S unique spectrum of warm greys, browns and black provides a rich and versatile finish 
suited to wide range of interior colour schemes where a resilient, warm yet subtle finish is required.

EARTH’S spectrum of blue-brown tones, ranging from pale powder blues through to dark 
matte browns, blend to create a warm, natural tonal palette, ideal for interior spaces where 
aesthetic appeal and durability are foremost.

BEDROCK’S bold aggregates in a spectrum of blue-brown tones, ranging from pale powder 
blues through to dark matte browns, blend with its deep grey concrete base.

GRAPHITE offers a bold, subtle complexity achieved through its deep grey and warm brown 
particles highlighted with white accents.

Colours are indicative only. We always recommend making final colour selection from an actual sample in store as the colours in 
this brochure are only as close as modern printing methods allow.
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TECH INFO
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600x600x20

Dimensions in mm.

TERRAZZO TILES MATERIAL & 
CHARACTERISTICS

It is important to gain an understanding 
of the material composition and 
characteristics of the various types of 
Terrazzo tiles when specifying and prior 
to installation.

COMPOSITION Fibonacci Stone 
Terrazzo tiles are produced finished and 
do not require further polishing following 
installation. Tiles are manufactured 
using specialised techniques with the 
final product consisting of more than 
75% natural stone bonded with an 
inorganic binder (Portland cement) 
and pigment oxides used for colour. 
This allows the density to increase, 
resulting an exceptionally strong but 
thin profile product with excellent 
physical mechanical properties. All 
monolayer Terrazzo tiles are classified 

moisture sensitive and the right choice 
of materials and installation methods 
is essential to the success of your 
installation.

AESTHETIC Consistent with all 
cementitious and natural stone products, 
tonal variation in the final aesthetic will 
appear due to the natural materials 
used. During and immediately following 
installation, Terrazzo tiles will continue 
to release small amounts of moisture 
and will typically show a lighter shade 
to the perimeter of the tile known as “TV 
effect”. This is a result of evaporation of 
moisture and will reduce over time.

VERSATILE Terrazzo tiles can be 
polished in-situ to achieve a completely 
flat floor surface. This is an option 
sometimes considered for shopping 
centres and airports where trolleys are 
being utilised.

600x400x20

400x400x15

EDGING & PROFILES
Fibonacci Stone Terrazzo tiles are completely homogeneous and can be profiled to create edging 
as required. Use only experienced stonemasons with required tools and methods to achieve the 
optimal result.

SLIP RESISTANCE
Produced standard in honed finish, Fibonacci Stone Terrazzo tiles meet the Australian Standard for 
Slip Resistance for most domestic and commercial applications.

All Honed Fibonacci Stone Terrazzo tiles possess the following slip rating – Max “W” Low Risk, Min 
“X” Moderate Risk – Appendix A Wet Pendulum  (Four Slider)

Full details are available from a sales representative at Adelaide Marble.

SIZE GUIDE

Colour shown above is Classic White. Not all colours available in each size. Please speak to a sales representative for 
stock availability and prices.

MATERIAL Natural stone and cement 
NOTE Product variation may occur due to 
natural material used 
CARE Sealing required
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WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

HEAD OFFICE - WINGFIELD
122 South Terrace, Wingfield, SA 5013  |  Telephone: +61 8 8345 1842
Opening hours: Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

MILE END STORE
333 South Road, Mile End, SA 5031  |  Telephone: +61 8 8352 1265
Opening hours: Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm, Saturday 10am - 3pm

PARAFIELD STORE
Lot 1, Lawrence Hargrave Way, Parafield Airport, SA 5106
(Directly behind Bunnings Warehouse)
Telephone: +61 8 8283 3362
Opening hours: Tuesday to Friday 9am - 5pm, Saturday 10am - 4pm

CITY STORE - ARCHITECTURAL SHOWROOM
100a Flinders Street, Adelaide SA 5000  |  Telephone: +61 8 8232 7633 
Opening Hours: Monday to Friday 10am - 4pm

Email: enquiries@adelaidemarble.com.au  |  www.adelaidemarble.com.au


